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R&B Drum Production Tips pt 1: Groove Loops and MIDI Drum Loops Apollo Sampler #1 Brings
250+ FREE Loops, Shots, MIDI's and Vocals. Free grooves from days of Motown to Soul and Disco
Dance Hall.Netflix to revive cult comedy ‘Empty Nest’ June 23 (UPI) — Netflix will make a revival of
the sitcom “Empty Nest” after it was canceled, the streaming site said. The company said the revival
“will be completely different from the original, allowing us to take the best of the existing pilot and
expand the story to tell a whole new season,” Variety reported. The original “Empty Nest” ran for
three seasons on the CBS network. It featured Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen as daughters of a
bumbling college professor. The story was set in 1975 in the Chicago suburbs. But before the show
started filming, the husband and wife were killed in a plane crash. “The show can now be re-
imagined with a new cast and premise,” Netflix said in a statement. “It’s a lighthearted, comedy-
drama and tells the story of a family, the youngest of whom is about to turn 40.” The order does not
come as a surprise. “Empty Nest” was one of the first series canceled by Netflix. The streaming
service has said it will focus on renewing shows that are returning from the original series.# Testing
Azure Active Directory The Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) plugin for GitLab lets you test your
organization's Azure AD OAUTH 2.0 signup and authentication. If you have a GitLab instance
running as a [root user](#root-user), your instance needs to meet these prerequisites in order to run
the Azure AD plugin successfully. If not, see [Configuration instructions](#configuration-
instructions) ## Requirements 1. A valid Azure AD application configured with the `AAD application
type` field at [instructions.azure.com]( set to `Clients_Preview`. 1. An organization
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